
EFFICI EN C Y
PR EM I U M FE AT U R E

Simplify root cause analysis on high 
speed lines with instant video replay. 
CamView™ records video clips of 
faults and stoppages that can be 
easily accessed from your efficiency 
monitoring system. Replay at slow 
speeds to quickly spot the underlying 
cause of faults.

IOT VIDEO FOR 
MACHINE FAULT 
PLAYBACK & ANALYSIS 
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Pre-requisites:
LineView™ or MachineView™ system

CamView™ records video clips of 
faults and stoppages that can be 
easily accessed from your efficiency 
monitoring system. 

CamView™ provides real-time video monitoring of machine operation in a continious loop. A configu-
rable time window captures the fault event, allowing investigation into the fault cause and the resulting 
effect.
Event video footage can be previewed on the Status and Machine screens in LineView™/MachineView™.

Portable, easy to install and wi-fi enabled. Includes: 
• LineView Custom Camera Device 
• Camera controller batteries 
• Wireless access transmitter and controller 
• Mounting arm, extension and quick release clamp 
• Cable pack 

When a machine fault occurs on a high-speed line, 
fixing the problem is the focus but teams need to 
understand the true root cause of the event.

As a visual aid for machine fault analysis, CamView™ 
automatically collects and trims footage before 
and after the fault. Teams can access video through 
LineView to better understand the true cause.

CamView™ can also be used to troubleshoot areas of 
concern or improvement as identified by LineView™. 
Operators can position on various machines, anywhere 
on the line without the the aid of special lighting, lens or 
a visual technician

Simpler, faster root cause visualisation:
Instantly diagnose root cause of downtime 
See the root-cause with video playback of machine faults 
with IoT-enabled technology

Use less labour to troubleshoot and find efficiencies 
No need to stand and watch to troubleshoot root cause.  
Video clips are automatically available for playback within 
your existing LineView™ system. 


